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The selection of sites for nuclear power stations in Belgium is not only

a theoretical subject of discussion but a very actual problem for which

certain decisions are urgent.

This diagram shows the evolution of electrical energy consumption

(in GWh) in our country during the last 12 years but also the evolution

of the peak demand (in MW) for the same period.

One should notice on one hand that after a certain decrease of the

consumption in 1975, the curve is now climbing up again and at that

rate the 1976 point will fall on the standard mean curve of the last

70 years.

On the other hand even in 1975 the maximum peak demand

(essential for the determination of the necessary installed capacity)

continued to increase at its usual rate.

Considering that at least 6 years are required to build up a nuclear

power station, time urges if we do not want to arrive too late.

In the selection of a site for a thermal power station (conventional of

nuclear) various factors have to be taken into account.

The main criteria are well-known :

- Cooling-water availability

- Availability of an adequate land area

- Favourable position in the electric network

- Suitable environmental location . (last but not least)

It is definitely not an easy job to comply with all these requirements in

a country like Belgium. Why ? :



1. Big rivers are rare and their water flow is weak.

The Scheide and the Meuse rivers cannot be compared with large

european rivers like the Rhône or the Rhine.

Our coast is only 65 km long. With a population of 10 million

inhabitants, this means 6. 5 mm per inhabitant...

2. Population density is extremely high (1. 5 times the one of western

Germany and 3 times the one of France).

Moreover many areas are of the touristic type.

This of course does not simplify power stations siting neither high

voltage lines layout.

3. The total installed capacity of our network (9j500 MW) is relatively

small in comparison with the size of the most modern and most economic

production units (1,000 tp„.l,300 MW).

Then what can be done ? Of course we might go back to the pastoral

way of life which, as everyone knows, does not require a large amount

of power stations, if any station at all.

But as this does not seem to be the supreme hope of more than 99% of

our compatriots, we are forced to search for reasonable solutions and

to find them.

It would not be exagerated to say that such solutions have been found for

our first nuclear power stations and that practical experience is quite

satisfactory. Allow me to quote here first our pioneer reactor, the

local BR 3 successfully operated since 1962, then the french-belgian

unit of Chooz at our border since 1966 and finally the two 400 MW units

of Doel and the 870 MW of Tihange.

The double containment adopted for our reactor buildings solves the

problem of installing nuclear power stations in our densely populated

country, especially in the case of the design basis accident. A consequence

of this, there is no exclusion area around a nuclear power station in

Belgium.
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To-day two additional units, each of them having a net electrical

capacity of 900 MW, are under construction on the sites of Doel and

Tihange. Two other units of 1000 MW each were ordered at the same

time (July 1974 for operation in 1981 and 1982).

Their main components are now being manufactured but the sites have

still not be chosen.

How is such an abnormal situation possible ? Allow me to devote a few

minutes to this question.

You all know that from the energetic point of view, Belgium is

extremely dependent on foreign countries (85 - 90% of the total

belgian energy consumption are imported). The end of 1973 made evident,

if necessary, how large is our dépendance on oil-producing countries.

More than 20 years ago belgian electrical utilities realized how usefull

it would be to diversify our sources of primary energy.

In April 1957, the contract was signed for the BR 3.

In September I960, in association with EDF they ordered our first

industrial nuclear power station, the one of Chooz.

This effort towards diversification was steadily continued in the following

years, as I mentionned a moment ago, our objective being to cover about

50% of our 1985 needs of electricity by means of nuclear power stations.

Let me remind you that in 1974 the amount of primary energy ( oil,

gas and coal absorbed by belgian electrical power stations represented

20% only of the total primary energy consumption of the country. Nuclear

production of one half of our electricity in 1985, all other factors unchanged^

would just mean that 10% of our energy needs would be supplied by nuclear

energy, for the remainder, that is for 90%, we would still be depending

on oil, gas and coal.
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This development of nuclear power stations is a minimum if we wish to

reduce in a somewhat significant way our dépendance from fossil fuels and

from oil especially.

Let us now consider the particular case of these two units known as Wl

and W2 scheduled for 1931 and 1982.

The development of electronuclear production was closely followed by

the late Minister of Economic Affairs, Mr André Oleffe. He devoted a

special attention to the orders signed in July 1974 concerning the 4 units

Doel 3, Tihange 2, Wl and W2.

At the beginning of 1975 when he decided to create the Commission for

nuclear energy assesment. Minister Oleffe clearly stated that this

decision had not to interfere with the 4 recently ordered nuclear units

Wl and W2 included. The utilities then considered there was no reason

either to cancel these orders nor to delay their execution.

Before ordering these two 1000 MW units, Belgian utilities had of course

studied possible sites for their location.

The efficiency of a thermal power station is higher (about 5%) when

open-circuit cooling is used. As preceding units and other industrial

facilities had practically led to the thermal saturation of the Scheide and

Meuse rivers, the two new units Wl and W2t if installed along these rivers,

would have to be cooled in a closed circuit almost all the year round and

more energy would be wasted in the air around cooling towers.

That is the reason why belgian utilities thought it suitable to install these

nuclear units along our coast, the only area where open-circuit cooling

is still possible.
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After the necessary studies, two sites were proposed : Zeebrugge and

Nieuwpoort and authorities were informed of the* projects. In 1966,

already the ministerial commithe CMCES recognised Zeebrugge as a

potential site for a nuclear power station.

On the other hand, in a letter of December 1970, Mr J. De Saegher,

Minister of Public Works, approved the proposed site of Nieuwpoort.

I shall not make here the entire history of these two nuclear sites since

that time, it would uselessly take too much of your time. But different

considerations -touristic and ecological mainly) led to the point where

we are to-day, that is the point zero : no nuclear power station can be

built on those sites.
*

Should this position be maintained, which other sites could be used ?

- For Wl :

Along the Scheide river, a possible siting is Doel, provided a cooling

tower is installed and permanently used.

The necessary land area is available, the site is already well known and

the construction of this Doel 4 unit could be completed in due time.

Yet this concentration of about 3,000 MW on the same site would be

near the electrically permissible limit.

- Behind the coast open-circuit cooling is only economically justified for

distances not greater than a few miles. If the power station is located

further inland, closed circuit cooling is only possible. From that moment,

any other location inland where evaporation is compensated by river water

is better, since it avoids the problems associated with saline water.

- For W2

Different possibilities exist along the Meuse river, but each of them;

requires the use of a cooling tower.
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I recently made a 2 hour air-excursion above this area, and pictures were

taken at an altitude of 1000 feet above 4 possible sites for W2.

I am going to show you one picture for each site. On these pictures the W2

nuclear unit has been added at the adequate size.

From the South to the North we met successively :

- Andenne - Industrial zone

- Bas-Oha - Proposed site for Eurodif

- Tihange - A third unit completing the site

- Hermalle-Sous-Argenteau - Near Dutch border.

All four sites are valuable (with some particular advantages and disavantages

for each of them), but from the practical.point of view, Tihange 3 seems

somewhat preferable for reasons similar to those given in favour of Doel 4.

Now let us look beyond Wl and W2.

Preceding considerations of course remain unchanged, concerning inland

sites using cooling towers and coastal sites with open-circuit cooling.

But about 3 years ago, the belgian utilities tackling the cooling water problem

studied the possibilities of creating artificial islands along our coast.

Many conditions (certain are contradictory) have to be fulfilled. The main ones

are : - To stay in the limits of our territorial waters (to prevent juridical

difficulties)

- Not to be too near the coast (sight from the coast, not to modify the existing

beaches) (sufficient depth of water for sufficient cooling)

- Not to be too far away from the coast (road connection and electrical

connection between island and coast

- Not to interfere with sea routes

- The area must be geologically stable.
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Having compared different solutions, the belgian utilities are of the opinion

that the Trapegeerbank is a suitable location for a nuclear island. They

consider that a solid connection, bridge or tunnel between the island and the

coast is absolutely indispensable for a convenient and safe operation of the

nuclear unit on the island.

This means that a distance of 3 to 4 km between the beach and the island is

a maximum. For greater distances, technical difficulties go increasing and

costs also. For islands located at 8 to 10 km from the coast, the price of a

bridge is of the order of the price of the island, and a tunnel would cost

2 or 3 times the price of the'island. For distances of about 30 km, considered

in certain projects, we should simply have to establish something like the

tunnel under the Channel...

Numerous aspects of the construction of this Trapegeer island were carefully

studied during 2 l/2 years. More than 50 MF have been devoted to this

problem until now. A special attention was given to the thermal effects.

Very elaborated tests were carried out at EDF Hydrology Laboratory at

Chatou.

i

This slide shows the aspect of the temperature distribution around the island

under the asumption of a 5000 MW installed electrical capacity.

Temperature increase is low and restricted to a small area.

The same slide gives a similar information for a 10,000 MW electrical

capacity at Gravelines.

It should be noted that the Trapegeer and Gravelines 0. 6 degree lines are

approximately 20 km away from each other.
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What can be said as a conclusion about this problem of sites selection for

nuclear power stations in Belgium ?

1. First, sites are to be chosen for the Wl and W2 units. We think that

Do el 4 and Tihange 3 are acceptable locations.

2. Many other inland locations are available for other nuclear power

stations using cooling towers.

3. In our opinion sites at a few kilometers from the coast can be used

for open-circuit cooling.

4. For 1986-1987 a nuclear power station could be installed on an artificial

island at the Trapegeer bank.

The number of potential sites will certainly not go increasing with time.

Reservations of sites must be search as soon as possible.

So suitable sites are existing and are proposed for different periods. The

authorities have to make a choice.

I agree that this choice has some political delicate aspects and that the

easiest position for the authorities would be of course to decide not to

decide. But this cannot be a long-term attitude, for time works against

the economy of our country.

Let us think for instance of the Houille dam, a question raised almost

three years ago and still open. Becau.se of the absence of such a dam,

the Chooz and Tihange power stations are to-day both operating at half

load to comply with the specifical temperature limits of the river.

There is a time for studies and for discussions, but time for decision

must come and it cannot come too late.
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